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VW BREATHE
A different driving in 2040.  Volkswagen intern project.



You got an invitation from VW 
for a special test driving at their 
experiment base for 2040. 



Tired of the driving mood in 2019? New experience for driving in 2040



Release

Fun

Dreamy

For family with 3 person

Inconvenient communication with 3 people in car

Package discussion

Mood image



Future architecture

Twisting

Blending

Space division





EXTERIORINTERIOR

A dreamy driving with feeling no boundary of interior and exterior.



EXTERIORINTERIOR

Fully open cabin for fresh air and better communication



STEERING WHEEL BALL

The car will be in differ-
ent status with different 
connect position of the 
steering ball



VW Breathe



VW Breathe
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CHANG AN MIRAGE
Personalize your shared car, every shared car can be your dream car.



Every 
shared car 

could be your 
dream car
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Huge population - trying to be unique

Colourful
Unique
Social
Expressive

Target group: younger generation in China
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IDEATION

Key sketch
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Hand tracking for 
interacting in car
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Bag holder in the front for 
reminding people don't for-
get personal belongings.
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Package
Autonomous sharing mobility with couch for travel with one 
or two passengers.
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VR journey

The journey for expressing your personalities in the shared mobility.
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Ocean theme for people with calm down life style.
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Dreaming August for personal photographic artists.
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Every shared car could be your dream car.
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E-SEOUL
Light up the sharing mobility with your friends as well as the night of city Seoul.



Lights in dark

NEON FASHION  NIGHT LIFE
Explore the night of 

Seoul

Cool elements waitng to be explored 

Different experience 
Start journey from dark.
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More people will light up more space  

Longer time will give more color

Solution for encouraging the sharing mobility service

Excitement and surprise for sharing

  Ideation for inviting seats
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Dressed up inviting seats

IDEATION 1
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Hand-in-hand dressed up seats

IDEATION 2
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Dark blue is the basic color, it is matching the color of Seoul's night. The calm down and qui-
et environment help to build up the atmosphere for the idea: starting  from dark experience.
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There display for driver is a piece of transparent screen. It will be hidden in the 
dark until user come in and active the car. - 32 -



LIGHTING SEAT

Glowing when you sit Fading when you leave

Getting inspired by the night street, where the light 
grows stronger when it close to people.
The lighting seat material is supported by lighting fabric 
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INSPRO
What about taking photos with your car?



Imagine the car become a moving studio for those who 
enjoy travel, photography and publishing instagram. It 
supports them exploring the city, taking pictures and 
editing social web page.
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The user will follow the steps of observing ,picking, storing data, 
editing and then publishing.

Data pieces flowing around in the interior.

  Observe       pick         store           edit           publish
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Relaxing mood for driving and fo-
cusing mood for shooting pictures.
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Instead of directly using the camera,more 
fresh ways for taking pictures. 
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The interior is a independent working studio. Users can take pictures and save them on the 
data wall. No matter when they want to edit them, they can directly edit  pictures in the car.
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MOMENT
What is luxury? Remember the moment you put on the wedding dress? 



Fashion  |  Wedding  |  Simply Vera  |  Eyewear  |  Fragrance  |  Home

Sophisticated 

Simple but not boring 

Unique

VEHICLE NEW
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Journey

A hot air balloon landed on the top 
roof of the building moves only up and 
down to provide user a sightseeing of 
the city.

L
UXRYU

 Get ready and dress up

Run to your own “Moment”

 First glance
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Ideation:
Long beautiful wedding dress fill the gondola
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Folding dress - seat design
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Exterior of the cabin

Inside the cabin
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This luxury travel could be a gift that girls afford for themselves.
It allows them to have a sightseeing from the top of the city in a private space, exciting and relaxing.  
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Enjoy the journey, enjoy being who you are.
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Impulse
Form workshop practice. Describe a feeling with form language.



Experiments for building up wings of 
birds with different materials. 

FORM EXPLORATION

IMPULSE

When thousands of birds taking off in front of you...

Form workshop:  Practice for describing a feeling with form language
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A demonstrator of wings and feather.

Demonstrator
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IDEATION SKETCH
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Get inspired by feather
These repeating elements stronger the motion.
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Impulse
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ROEWE MPV CONCEPT
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E-mail:
             nawa0010@student.umu.se
             617708085@qq.com
 
Tel.: 
            +46 76 101 8038  
            +86 18543128179

Nan Wang
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THANK YOU
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